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ABSTRACT 

Entangled multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) on polyurethane (PUR) after Ar plasma-

treatment and He plasma-treatment have been tested as gas sensors for ethanol sensing. It was found 

that plasma-treated sensors exhibit higher sensitivity compared to the non-treated samples along with 

different ethanol concentration. Non-treated sensors exhibit similar sensor response with the increase 

in ethanol concentration, while Ar plasma-treated sensors displays ~5 times improvement and He 

plasma-treated sensors show ~3 times improvement with an increase in ethanol concentration. The 

sensitivity of the plasma-treated sensors is also stable for following two-weeks after the preparation 

compared to the non-treated sensor. Entangled nanotube network exhibits a significant shift in the 

baseline resistance after both plasma-treatments. The response time of the sensor was increased after 

the plasma-treatment, while the recovery was rather quick. Surface analyses revealed that plasma-

treatment did not make any significant morphological changes. Thus, the improvements in stability 

and sensitivity after plasma-treatment are attributed to the plasma-enhanced surface modification 

and formation of functional bonds on the surface of nanotubes, which are sensitive to the ethanol 

vapour. 
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1. Introduction 

A gas sensor is a device that detects a particular concentration of gases in its environment. Fabrication 

of gas sensors mainly depends on the application, mostly on the type of gas that should be detected, 

its concentration and environment. In general, gas sensors should satisfy many requirements such as 

high stability, selectivity, good responsivity and quick recovery time [1]; at the same time the product 

should be low-cost, made from non-toxic and easy to use materials. Besides this, a sensor that operates 

at room/low temperatures is in high demand since heating of a sensor is more complex and expensive 

[2]. However, the main challenge for sensors operating at low temperatures remains due to their slow 

recovery after the sensor response. Along with the requirement for sensors operating at low 

temperatures, there is a continuous need for high sensitivity, which is dependent on the active surface 

that the sensing gas can occupy [1,3-7]. Recent studies exhibit that improving sensing performance at 



low temperatures can be done by using nanostructures [8-10], by layering materials [11-13] and by 

modifying surface or inducing hybrid structures [14-16]. Unique properties of nanostructures such as 

gas adsorption capacity due to high surface-to-volume ratio, high structural and thermal stability, high 

modulation of the electrical charge upon gas exposure, and the possibility of changing the electrical 

properties by surface modifications can be used for improving the stability and sensitivity of the 

sensors [17]. Mostly, nanomaterial-based gas sensors are made of metal oxides, carbon nanotubes 

and graphene. Among them, CNTs possess quick response time, high sensitivity, good reversibility and 

stability [18]. 

CNTs are composed of graphene layers rolled into cylindrical geometry, which is classified as single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) composed of a single layer of graphene and multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes (MWCNT) composed of multiple layers of graphene with the same central axis [1]. 

Depending on the tube diameter and chirality, SWCNT can either be metallic or semiconducting in 

which case they are p-type semiconductors [17]. However, pure crystalline SWCNTs are inert to some 

volatile organic gases. In the case of MWCNT gas adsorption happens on the outer surface where a 

molecule connects with the sensor with Van der Waals forces. The molecule changes the electrical 

charge flow in the sensor, which can be measured as the change in the sensor resistivity [19]. In the 

case of adsorption of oxidising gas molecules on sensors surface, the electric resistance of CNT 

decreases with the number of adsorbed gas molecules, due to the creation of additional positive holes 

as an electric current carrier and vice versa [20]. Moreover, sensor response or other sensor properties 

can be improved by modifying the structure and morphology of the CNTs by combining with different 

nanostructures [17,21-23], by adding a transition metal [22], by plasma-treatment [19,24-27], etc. 

Compared to other surface modification techniques, plasma-treatment gives the possibility of defect 

generation and surface functionalisation of CNTs simultaneously, which can be controlled by plasma 

and treatment conditions. Research done with the plasma-enhanced surface modification of CNTs 

suggests that both, low and atmospheric pressure plasma can be used for the surface treatment to 

improve the stability and sensitivity. Depending on the sensor material, one can choose proper plasma 

type and plasma parameters for the surface modification. These treatment techniques allow changing 

the chemical composition of the CNT surface without destructing the morphology. Besides the 

functionalising gases, plasma generated by inert gases such as helium and argon provides higher ion 

bombardment and creates defects on the CNT surface due to the plasma-assisted etching. 

Furthermore, plasma-treatment can introduce free electrons to the sensor structure or creating free 

bonds inside the material, thus making them more sensitive when exposed to analyte vapours. 

A variety of CNT based gas sensors are already reported to detect alcohols, where the sensing 

properties are improved by depositing metal oxides, metals and organic molecules. Among all the 

alcohol-based sensors, ethanol gas sensors are of considerable interest. Ethanol (C2H5OH) is a volatile, 

flammable, colourless organic compound (VOC) detrimental to the environment, plants, organisms 

and people [18,23]. Additionally, detection of ethanol fumes is essential in industries, alcohol storage 

facilities, fruit transportation, and many more. Ethanol is reductive, and when adsorbed on CNT 

surface, its electrons occupy positively charged holes and consequently increase the resistivity of the 

material [23,28-31], which results in the p-type sensor response. 

In this work, we have designed a simple sensing device using entangled COOH-functionalised MWCNTs 

for the detection of ethanol at room temperature. Additionally, the effect of atmospheric pressure 

plasma-treatment on the CNTs using inert gases for improving the sensing properties were 

investigated. Also, we presented a systematic study on the changes in response and recovery time of 

the sensors by the effect of plasma-assisted surface modification. The gas sensors were prepared by 

simple vacuum filtration of MWCNTs on polyurethane (PUR) membrane to form entangled MWCNT 



sensor, and then they were treated with Ar or He plasma generated at atmospheric pressure. Changes 

in sensitivity of all sensors were measured by two-point electrical measurements while using ethanol 

vapours as the target gas. Stability of all prepared sensors was investigated by repeating all the 

measurements after two weeks. Structural and morphological analysis were obtained by Raman 

spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis. Changes in the functional entities of 

the sensors were investigated using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Finally, all the 

results were considered to explain the effect of inert gas plasma-treatment at atmospheric conditions 

on the sensing properties of entangled MWCNTs. 

 

2. Experimental methods 

2.1. Gas sensor preparation 

Preparation of bucky paper (BP) was done by a vacuum filtration technique and reported elsewhere 

[32]. A surfactant solution of pH ≈ 10 was prepared with 46.2 g sodium dodecyl sulphate (Sigma-

Aldrich), and 0.14 M water solution of pentanol (Alfa Aesar) in 300 ml deionised water. Separately, 0.8 

g of 8% COOH-functionalised MWCNT (Sigma-Aldrich, average diameter x length is 9.5 nm x 1.5 𝜇m) 

was weighed out and mixed with 250 ml deionised water. The above-prepared surfactant solution and 

MWCNT-water suspensions were mixed and sonicated for 1 h at room temperature to ensure the fine 

dispersion of MWCNTs. The suspension was vacuum filtrated through a PUR membrane (GSM 3 g/m2, 

Pardam Nanotechnology, Czech Republic) to achieve a flat homogeneous sheet of entangled carbon 

nanotubes with a thickness of 0.03 ± 0.02 mm, also called the BP (Fig.S1 (a)). To remove the impurities, 

BP was washed several times with ethanol and distilled water. Prepared BP was left to dry overnight 

at room temperature. Finally cuts 1.5 x 1.5 cm from prepared BP to fabricate the gas sensors. 

 

2.2. Plasma-treatment 

Since the PUR membrane is a temperature-sensitive material, low-temperature atmospheric pressure 

plasma jet (APPJ) was used for the surface treatment to improve the sensitivity. APPJ system consisted 

of a single copper electrode without grounding and was powered by a kHz high-voltage signal source. 

This system allows smooth operation and produces low-temperature plasma, which is suitable for the 

temperature-sensitive sensors. Inert gases such as argon and helium were used to generate plasma. 

Compared to mono-functional specific grafting using specific gases like NH3, O2 or N2; atmospheric 

pressure plasma-treatment using inert gases allows the possibility of surface functionalisation by the 

functional groups present in the atmosphere [33,34]. Surface treatment was carried out with a gas 

flow rate of 100 sccm for a fixed time of 3 min. The distance between the sensor and the exit of the 

APPJ's orifice was fixed at 2.5 cm, meaning that the sensors were treated in the after-glow region of 

the plasma. Plasma dissipated over the surface, and uniform treatment is assumed. 

 

2.3. Electrical and gas sensing characterisation 

I-V characteristics of the sensors were measured by an easy two-point method. We forced a voltage 

(0-10 V) and measured the current. The gas sensor properties were determined by measuring the 

change in resistance of sensor during the sensing experiment by a two-point method using a Keithley 

2460-high current source meter at a constant input current of 10 mA. Ethanol (ACS reagent for 

analysis) was used as the sensing gas for investigating the effect of plasma surface treatment on the 



gas sensor sensitivity. 5 ml volume of ethanol was measured and transferred to a conical flask of 250 

ml capacity, and the rest of the flask was filled with ambient air. The sensor was placed to the saturated 

vapour above the ethanol liquid during the sensing cycle (gas in phase) and placed to an identical 

conical flask of 250 ml filled with air during the recovery process (gas off phase). The gas in and gas off 

during the sensing measurements were assigned with an interval of 180 s. The measurements were 

performed at different temperatures, starting from the room temperature (20 ± 2 °C), then at 35, 50 

and 65 °C. The sensor response was calculated using the following equation: 

 

 

where Rg is the resistance of a sensor after inserting ethanol and Ra is the resistance of the sensor in 

air. The concentration Cet of ethanol, inside the sensing chamber was controlled by heating the ethanol 

volume to different temperatures. Since the sensing chamber is filled with a mixture of gases (air and 

ethanol vapour), Dalton's law was used for the estimation of volume-based concentration of ethanol 

as per the following equation: 

 

where pet is the vapour pressure of ethanol, ptot is atmospheric pressure (101,325 kPa) and cet is the 

volume-based concentration of ethanol. Calculation of ethanol vapour pressure is well researched, and 

the values for specific temperatures can be obtained from many databases. In this study, we have used 

the vapour pressure described in Dortmund Data Bank 

(http://www.ddbst.com/en/EED/PCP/VAP_C11.php) for the calculation of ethanol concentration. 

The volume-based concentration of ethanol is estimated as 5.71% at 20 °C, 13,58% at 35 °C, 29,1% at 

50 °C, and 57,68% at 65 °C. The concentration is increased by approximately 50% from room 

temperature to the highest temperature, which opens up an opportunity to explore the influence of 

ethanol concentration on the sensing measurements. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 

was shown in Fig. S1(b). The stability of the prepared sensors was investigated by conducting all the 

measurements after two weeks. 

 

2.4. Characterisation techniques 

Surface morphology of the gas sensors was characterised by SEM analysis (JSM-7600F and JSM-5800, 

Jeol Inc.), operating at an acceleration voltage 10 kV. Chemical and phase composition of the samples 

were analysed by transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2010F, Jeol Inc.) operating at 200 kV. 

The micrographs were recorded by a slow-scan CCD camera (Orius SC1000, Gatan). Raman spectra of 

the sensors were recorded using NTEGRA confocal Raman spectrometer at an excitation wavelength 

of 633 nm with an incident power ~ 3 mW and objective of 20x at a spot size of 10 𝜇m. The spectrum 

was recorded at three different spots of each sensor to eliminate the variations and investigated the 

structural changes after the plasma-treatment. FTIR spectrum was recorded to analyse the changes in 

the functional entities of the sensors before and after plasma-treatment using Spectrum GX FTIR 

spectrometer by Perkin Elmer that was equipped with a photoacoustic detector with 64 scan runs 

average at 8 cm-1. All the analysis was done right after the sensor preparation and repeated two weeks 

later to monitor the ageing effect. 

 

 



3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Resistance measurements 

The resistance of the as-prepared sensor was measured as (1041 ± 5) Ω. However, the resistance of 

the sensor is decreased to (702 ± 7) Ω after He plasma-treatment and to (553 ± 10) Ω after Ar plasma-

treatment. In addition to the decrease in the resistance, the stability of the resistance after the plasma-

treatment should also be noted. Fig. 1 (a) exhibits the steadiness of the resistance of both the non-

treated and plasma-treated sensors at the room temperature (20 ± 2 °C). The significant change in the 

resistance might be due to the surface modification either by plasma-enhanced etching or by the 

functionalisation of CNT surface. Typical current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the non-treated and 

plasma-treated sensors at room temperature are presented in Fig. 1 (b). The linear I-V relationship 

confirms the ohmic nature of the sensors. 

The repeatability of the sensing cycle of the sensors was checked at different concentration of ethanol 

by heating at different temperatures as 20 °C, 35 °C, 50 °C and 65 °C, and the stability of the sensor 

was investigated by repeating all the measurements after two weeks. The sensor response 

measurements are presented in Fig. 2, which suggests that the plasma-treated sensors acquired more 

stable sensor response than the non-treated sensor. The non-treated sensor possesses an unstable 

response at room temperature, which slightly turns into a stable response with an increase in 

temperature. Nevertheless, the change in the sensor response with temperature is not significant. In 

the case of both plasma-treated sensors, the sensor response became stable and increased with the 

temperature. He plasma-treated sensors possess similar sensor response at low-temperature, which 

increases with the temperature and attained ~3 times improvement at 65 °C. Whereas Ar plasma-

treated sensors exhibit a substantial improvement of sensor response (~5 times) even at low-

temperature and increase with the temperature. A higher concentration of analyte after heating 

makes the sensor more stable during the sensing cycle. However, the stability studies after two weeks 

indicated that the maximum response of all the sensors were decreased, especially for non-treated 

and He plasma-treated sensors. 

Average of maximum sensor response was calculated to understand more about the response and 

repeatability of the sensors changing with temperature. This response is presented in Fig. 3, where the 

average response of the sensors at different concentration of ethanol (at each temperature calculated 

using Eq. (2)) at as-prepared and two weeks later conditions. At higher concentrations of ethanol 

(increase with the elevation of temperature), plasma-treated sensors show better response than the 

non-treated sensor. Among all the tested sensors, the non-treated sensor exhibits a constant sensor 

response for all concentrations. For He plasma-treated samples, the response was almost similar to 

the non-treated sensor but slightly improved with higher concentrations. The highest sensor response 

was shown by Ar plasma-treated sensor, which could be attributed to the greater extent of surface 

modifications done by the Ar plasma. However, the stability studies on the average response after two 

weeks suggest that the maximum sensor response of all the sensors become lower than the as-

prepared conditions. In the case of non-treated and He plasma-treated sensors, the sensor response 

was negligible after two weeks, even when the ethanol concentrations increased. On the other hand, 

Ar plasma-treated samples disclosed a stable response after two weeks and the sensor response 

increases with increasing the ethanol concentration. 



 

Fig. 1. (a) The stability of the resistance of the prepared sensors at room temperature, (b) I-V characteristics of the non-

treated and plasma-treated sensors. 

Fig. 2. The repeatability of vapour detection on (a) non-treated and (b) He plasma-treated and (c) Ar plasma-treated 

sensors; and corresponding measurements of stability in performance after two weeks for (d) non-treated, (e) He plasma-

treated and (f) Ar plasma-treated sensors. 

 

The response and recovery curve of the sensors are presented in Fig. 4. The gas in and gas off during 

the sensor measurements are assigned with an interval of 180 s. The results show that the Ar plasma-

treated sensors have higher sensor response, and the recovery to the initial resistance is quicker for 

the non-treated and He plasma-treated sensors. These results indicate that Ar plasma-treatment has 

made significant changes in the properties of sensor. Moreover, Ar plasma-treated sensors appear to 

be the most stable in both response and recovery even after two weeks. On the contrary, the non-

treated sensor displays a behaviour where the response drops instantaneously to the value below the 

initial resistance and then recovers to the original value after the gas off. The response and recovery 

appear to be better after two weeks, which could be explained by the surface interaction with the 

surroundings. However, He plasma-treated sensors have much longer recovery time than the response 



time. Since the change in sensor response is minimal, it implies that the capability of the sensor to 

adsorb ethanol vapour is comparatively low even after the plasma-treatment. During the recovery, the 

resistance falls below the original value and then recovered to the initial value similar to non-treated 

sensor. However, the response curves after two weeks displays similar behaviour as the initial 

response. 

A comparison between the response and recovery times of all the sensors at the room temperature is 

given in Fig. 5. The response time Tres, of the sensors, was defined as the time taken to achieve 90% of 

the maximum change in resistance. In contrast, recovery time Trec was calculated as the time taken to 

recover to 90% of the initial resistance from the maximum resistance change occured during the 

sensing cycle. A schematic explanation for the calculation of Tres and Trec from our results is shown in 

Fig. S2. It was observed that the as-prepared He plasma-treated sensor had the fastest response time 

of 114 s, whereas the highest response time of 152 s was observed for Ar plasma-treated sensor. 

 

Fig. 3. The average sensor response compared to the concentration of ethanol for all the sensors (a) as-prepared and (b) 

two weeks later. 

Fig. 4. The response curve for the first sensing cycle of the sensors at different temperatures: (a) non-treated, (b) He 

plasma-treated and (c) Ar plasma-treated; two weeks later: (d) non-treated, (e) He plasma-treated and (f) Ar plasma-

treated sensors. 



On the other hand, in the case of recovery, Ar plasma-treated sensor had the fastest recovery time of 

40 s, where the non-treated sensor was displayed the slowest recovery time of 152 s. After two weeks, 

the non-treated sensors took the longest time to respond as well as to recover (156 s and 142 s 

respectively). He plasma-treated sensor had the fastest response of 88 s and Ar plasma-treated sensor 

demonstrates the fastest recovery time of 79 s. These results are indicating that the different plasma-

treatments using inert gases are causing different effects on the surface of sensors, which allows tuning 

the gas sensing properties. 

Since both the electrical resistance and sensing properties of the sensors change with plasma-

treatment, which also varies after two weeks of repeated measurements, sensors required a detailed 

investigation of the structural and morphological changes. Thus, the surface of sensors was analysed 

with different characterisation techniques to get a better insight into the effect of plasma surface 

treatment. 

 

3.2. Morphology analysis 

To analyse surface modifications of all non-treated and plasma-treated samples, SEM was used, and 

the results are presented in Fig. 6. Nanotubes did not seem to be affected by plasma, and no visual 

damages were observed on the entangled structure (Fig. S3 and S4), which means that the surface of 

sensors is the same before and after the plasma-treatment. 

Detailed TEM and HR-TEM analysis were done to get an insight into the changes that occurred on the 

surface of BPs after plasma-treatment (Fig. 7 (a-c)). 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of sensor (a) response time and (b) recovery time of non-treated, He plasma-treated and Ar plasma-

treated sensors at the room temperature. 

 

Fig. 6. Characteristic SEM micrographs of (a) non-treated, (b) He and (c) Ar plasma-treated sensor surface. 



   

Fig. 7. Overview and high-resolution TEM micrographs of carbon nanostructures and intensity profile from the marked area 

of the (a) non-treated, (b) He-treated and (c) Ar treated sensor. 

 

The individual nanotubes are multi-walled with an average diameter of 10-15 nm. The surface of the 

nanotubes is covered with a wrinkled amorphous layer of carbon. The diameter of the nanotubes in 

the non-treated sensor was 12.57 ± 3 nm, and it was reduced to 10.9 ± 3 nm after He plasma-treatment 

and 9.6 ± 3 nm after Ar plasma-treatment. This slight reduction in the diameter can be ascribed to the 

plasma-enhanced etching effect, which also affects the thickness of the carbon layers. The intensity 

profile obtained from the carbon layers (Fig. 7 (a-c)) is indicating that the layer thickness is also slightly 

decreasing with plasma-treatment, which can be due to the removal of the top layer. Additionally, the 

continuous amorphous wrinkled layer visible on the non-treated sensor is completely removed after 

He plasma-treatment and partially removed after the Ar plasma-treatment. These effects can improve 



the conductivity of the BPs after the plasma-treatment and enhance the interaction of the carbon layer 

with ethanol vapour during the sensor cycle, which in turn improve the response of the sensor. 

Fig. 8. Raman spectra of the non-treated, He and Ar plasma-treated sensors (a) as-prepared and (b) two weeks later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. FTIR spectra of the non-treated, He plasma-treated and Ar plasma-treated sensors 



3.3. Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy was used for the qualitative characterisation of structural defects in CNTs, by 

comparing the ratio between the intensities of the defect and graphitic bands. The results of this 

analysis are presented in Fig. 8. The Raman spectra of the non-treated sensor display two well-

distinguished peaks approximately at 1343 cm-1 and 1587 cm-1, D and G peak, respectively, which are 

the typical characteristics of graphitic carbon. The D peak is induced by the disorder or defect due to 

the distortion of graphite lattice [35-37] and the G peak forms due to the crystallite graphite [38]. There 

was no 2D band (around 2675 cm-1) observed in the Raman spectrum of the non-treated sensor, which 

is the second-order two-phonon process in a graphitic sp2 material and indicates that the disordered 

graphene layers were overlapped with plenty of oxygenated functional groups. Lack of this peak 

indicates that the non-treated sensors possess more amorphous behaviour than the treated ones. The 

Raman characteristics of sensors were changed both with He and Ar plasma-treatments. The D peak is 

shifted to 1338 cm-1 and 1336 cm-1 after He and Ar plasma-treatment, respectively, which could be due 

to the formation of reactive edges on CNTs caused by plasma etching [39]. The evolution of a 2D band 

that was observed after He and Ar plasma-treatment around 2678 cm-1 and 2673 cm-1 indicates that 

the plasma-treatment causes the removal of amorphous carbon from the surface and progression of 

more graphitic behaviour. There was an additional shoulder peak observed along with the G peak at 

1618 cm-1 after the Ar plasma-treatment, which is known as D' peak, a disorder peak frequently seen 

in microcrystalline graphite usually produced from the thin edges of graphitic layers. 

Comparison of the ID/IG ratio of different sensors exhibits the change in structural quality. The ID/IG 

ratio for the as-prepared sensor was 1.1, which slightly decreases to 1.09 after He plasma-treatment 

and further decreases to 1.03 after Ar plasma-treatment. These results imply that the defect density 

of CNTs decreases with the plasma-treatment by the etching of disordered carbon atoms. There is no 

significant change observed in the Raman spectrum after two weeks, which means there is no 

substantial change in the structure of the sensors. Considering the changes observed in the TEM 

micrographs and Raman characteristics of the sensors, the improvement in sensor properties can be 

explained as the improvement in graphitic behaviour of sensors after the plasma-treatment. 

 

3.4. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 

FTIR analysis was carried out to understand the effect of plasma-treatment on the functional entities 

(Fig. 9). All the spectra exhibit similar characteristic behaviour with akin vibrations of functional 

entities. The distinct peak around 3301 cm-1 refers to the O—H stretching of the hydroxyl group, that 

may arise from the oscillation of the carboxyl group. The peaks at 2926 cm-1 and 2856 cm-1 can be 

associated with the symmetric and asymmetric stretching of C—H group. The peak observed at 1647 

cm-1 can be due to the stretching of the carbon nanotube backbone [40]. The peak signal formed at 

1540 cm-1 was due to the stretching of C=C group in the CNTs [41]. A weak peak observed at 1090 cm-

1 could be assigned to O—H bending deformation mode of the carboxyl groups [42]. The peak 

intensities of functional groups increased after the plasma-treatment, which indicates the increased 

surface functionalisation. Additionally, a peak at 2360 cm-1 was observed after the plasma-treatment, 

which corresponds to the stretching of carbon dioxide. A small peak at 2245 cm-1 appeared only in the 

Ar plasma-treated sensor and is attributed to the stretching of nitrile or alkynes groups. Also, the 

change of different weak peaks is observed in the range of 1500-1100 cm-1 for plasma-treated sensors 

that could arise because of the bending of alkane and aldehyde groups attached to the CNT network. 

However, the intensity of all the peaks from the He plasma-treated sensor decreased after two weeks, 

which shows that the stability of the sensor changed with time. Whereas, the intensity of the Ar 



plasma-treated sensor did not change significantly, which implies its better stability. Since all the 

sensors show almost similar infrared spectrum, the difference observed in the sensor response after 

plasma-treatment is mostly associated with the vibrations of either improved graphitic behaviour or 

O-terminated and H-terminated functional groups, which can enhance the sensitivity of the prepared 

sensors. 

 

4. Mechanism of ethanol sensing and the influence of plasma-treatment 

The non-treated sensor shows a poor and irregular sensor response that improved and stabilised after 

the plasma-treatment, which may be due to the interaction of plasma-activated species with the 

surface of carbon nanotubes. Atmospheric pressure plasma surface treatment causes the removal of 

amorphous carbon, the formation of H/O-ter-minated groups and dangling bonds, all of which are 

improving the absorption of ethanol molecules to the surface of the sensor. No significant 

morphological changes observed from SEM images confirm the capability of plasma-treatment for 

improving the performance without any structural damage. Detailed analysis by TEM is suggesting that 

the plasma-treatment leads to the removal of amorphous wrinkled structures from the nanotube 

surface, which eventually improves the crystalline behaviour of the carbon nanostructures. Raman and 

FTIR spectra analysis are also confirming that the plasma-treatment mainly improves the graphitic 

behaviour of the CNTs rather than causing significant chemical modification. Improvement in the 

graphitic characteristics can be attributed to the plasma-enhanced etching by creating vacancies with 

the removal of amorphous carbon, which finally improves p-type conductivity of the sensor. Moreover, 

removal of the amorphous structures from the outer layer of the individual nanotube surface can 

enhance the adsorption of ethanol to the carbon nanotube and they donate electrons to the 

conduction state, which increases resistance. The removal of the amorphous structure is more 

prominent after Ar plasma-treated sensors, in which higher ethanol vapours were adsorbed to the 

nanotubes and shows higher response compared to other sensors. The other possible reason for the 

increase of resistance is the change of contact resistance between individual nanotubes and increases 

the macroscopic resistance of the sensor. The sensor performance after Ar and He plasma-treatment 

is vividly different and indicating that plasma surface modification using various inert gases at 

atmospheric conditions is also considerably different. Considering Ar and He as inert gases, the surface 

functionalisation is only carried out by the excitation of functional groups present in the atmospheric 

conditions. There is no considerable change in FTIR spectra, suggesting that state of functionalisation 

after the plasma-treatment is similar before and after plasma-treatment. Thus, the significant factor 

that influences the surface modification is the bombardment of plasma species on the CNT surface, 

which affect the electrical conductivity of the sensors. Compared to helium, argon is much heavier and 

carries more reactive species to the surface of the sensor and creates severe surface modifications by 

plasma-enhanced etching which results in the formation of more conductive channels. Also, the 

stability measurements of the sensors show that the changes made by Ar plasma-treatment are 

persistent even after two weeks but not in the case of He plasma-treatment. Based on the analysis of 

the experimental data, we can conclude that plasma-treatment makes the sensors more sensitive to 

the environment. Moreover, the stability of the sensors after plasma-treatment can be recognised as 

the formation of stable defect channels facilitating the ethanol vapours to access all parts of the sensor. 

In plasma-treated samples, the dangling bonds, which are formed by the plasma-treatment, might be 

responsible for the enhanced sensing properties. 

 

 



5. Conclusion 

It was found that the sensitivity to ethanol vapours of the entangled COOH-functionalised MWCNTs 

networks was improved by the atmospheric pressure plasma-treatment using inert gases. The 

resistance of the sensors was decreased after the plasma-treatment. All the sensors were able to 

detect the ethanol vapour, whereas the non-treated sensor exhibits an inferior sensing ability. Sensor 

response and stability of the He plasma-treated samples were improved by 3 times, and that of Ar 

plasma-treated samples were improved by 5 times with an increase in ethanol concentration. 

Evaluation of response time and recovery time shows that the time of response increased after the 

plasma-treatment due to the higher sensor response while the time of recovery was fast. Surface 

morphology analysis confirms that the plasma-treatment did not destroy the tubular structure of CNTs. 

Raman spectra and TEM analysis confirm the improvement of graphitic behaviour after the plasma-

treatment. Infrared spectrum suggests similar bond vibrations for all the sensors, but the presence of 

additional peaks after plasma-treated sensors indicates the improved functional entities in the CNT 

network. It is evident that the plasma-treatment improves the graphitic nature of nanotubes, the 

formation of defects, and the presence of functional groups of the sensors, which is enhancing the 

sensing properties. Exploring the selectivity of the prepared sensor towards different gases needs to 

be investigated for the future applications of the entangled carbon nanotube-based sensors. 
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